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The specification for Video Conferencing Recording and Streaming software for which 

enquiry was sent is given below 

 

Sl.  No Parameter Specification 

1 Recording 

Features 

Recording of 5 simultaneous session of Multi conferencing Video 

Conferencing session, Local Class Room Lecture session with Content. Live 

and on-demand videos of Presenter and Content for viewers from desktop, 

laptop, tablet or phone 

2  User must be able to create HD video recordings with data sharing while in a 

video call or even outside a video call. Being outside a video call helps users 

to record messages and trainings along with data 

3 Streaming 

Features 

Streaming of Video Conferencing session or Local session with Data Live or 

On demand to PC/Mac/mobile viewers 

4  The Streaming/Recording solution must be able to record the video 

conferencing call using SIP dial-out. 

5 Admin 

features 
Admin must have the ability to switch from local to network 

storage at any time and also have the ability to revert back 

  Admin must be able to configure a NAS (NFS, CIFS or SMB) 

location as the backup location for the streaming/recording solution. 

  Admin must be able to restore all recorded videos from a 

NAS (NFS, CIFS or SMB) location to the streaming/recording solution. 

  Admin must be able to restrict the total amount of bandwidth 

that will be allowed to be consumed by the streaming/recording solution for 

streaming live videos and on- demand videos and for incoming recordings.  

  Admin must be able to monitor all the ongoing video recordings on the 

streaming/recording solution and be able to terminate any of them. 

  Admin must be able to control the maximum permissible recording bitrate 

on the streaming/recording solution. 

  Admin must be able to set the default recording bitrate for any recording on 

the streaming/recording solution. 
 

 

All other terms and conditions remain unaltered 
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